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Dams:
(Oroville, why don’t they address these things?)

Records Raise Safety Questions Surrounding Oroville Dam
A six-month investigation by NBC Bay Area that reviewed two decades’ worth of safety
documents uncovers questions about the dam’s safety beyond the spillway that failed in
February
By Stephen Stock, Rachel Witte and Michael Horn, Sep 29, 2017, nbcbayarea.com

An NBC Bay Area examination of 20 years’ worth of Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
(FERC) and California Division of Safety of Dams (DSOD) inspection reports, engineering
studies, Federal Part 12D independent consultant inspection reports, consultant letters and
memos—nearly 10,000 pages of documents in all—repeatedly identified problems with the
stability, safety and monitoring of Oroville Dam. These issues raise concern among seven
engineers who reviewed the materials at NBC Bay Area’s request. Several of those engineers,
who asked to remain anonymous, currently work in structural engineering, including the design,
monitoring and review of dams. One engineer served on the National Dam Safety Review Board.
All of the engineers told NBC Bay Area that the documents they reviewed raise serious safety
concerns that they say must be addressed sooner rather than later or risk failure of Oroville Dam
itself. Among the issues are:
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•
A 15-foot-long crack in the concrete at gate eight in the dam’s headworks, or
flood control structure, which records show appears to be growing
•
Spalling, or deterioration, of concrete in other areas of the dam
•
Cracking tendons, or trunnion rods, that help move the 20-ton radial gates, which
control the flow of water through the dam
•
Failure of the Department of Water Resources to develop a long-term plan to
monitor the amount and speed of water that naturally flows through the earthen dam,
despite a request by federal inspectors to do so
For many of the engineers, that last issue is the most troubling problem. In a 2010 report, federal
inspectors ordered the California Department of Water Resources (DWR) to “establish a longterm plan to monitor the flow” of water through the earthen dam—what’s known as the phreatic
surface. This issue subsequently appears as the top priority to be addressed in the past five
years of DSOD inspection reports, yet DWR has, thus far, failed to create such a plan.
What's a Phreatic Surface? http://www.nbcbayarea.com/investigations/Records-Raise-SafetyQuestions-Surrounding-Oroville-Dam-448318083.html
According to the structural engineers who specialize in dam design, construction and safety, if the
phreatic surface comes out at the wrong place and the wrong speed, it could erode the structure
from the inside, and if enough force is created, it could wash away the entire dam. “It tells me we
got a problem. It tells me that we're lucky that it hasn't manifested itself to a great problem and a
crisis,” said Don Colson, a former engineer at DWR who worked on the State Water Project and
its dams before retiring twenty years ago. “Is this a case of a denial, absent minded management,
or what? They don’t know what to do.” Colson worked on many facilities, including the Oroville
Dam and its spillway during his long tenure with the agency.
In February, the spillway at Oroville Dam collapsed after heavy winter rains, forcing the nearly
200,000 residents living below the dam to evacuate their homes. At 770 feet, the Oroville Dam is
the nation's tallest dam. The dam holds back the more thatn 3.5 million acre feet of water in Lake
Oroville. That water is runoff collected from the Sierra Nevada. If it were to fail, the dam could
flood Sacramento and areas as far south as the East Bay. Such flooding could knock out nearby
levees and impact the drinking water for the Bay Area. Pointing to both the February spillway
collapse and the documents NBC Bay Area’s Investigative Unit asked him to review, Colson said
Oroville Dam is already in trouble in his mind. “I think it has failed,” Colson said of the many
structural issues discussed in the documents. “It just hasn't collapsed.”
(Video of construction) http://www.nbcbayarea.com/investigations/Records-Raise-SafetyQuestions-Surrounding-Oroville-Dam-448318083.html
But DWR’s deputy director, Joel Ledesma, said the state does have a monitoring plan. “We have
a very good seepage monitoring system already, and in our opinion it's reliable. It's good. It would
catch any leak,” he said. Senior Investigative Reporter Stephen Stock recently toured the
construction site for the Oroville Dam spillway. Crews are racing to make repairs before the next
rainy season begins. Ledesma, who oversees the entire California State Water Project, admitted
that the current plan does not satisfy federal inspectors, which is why it is continually listed as a
top priority for DWR to address in all state and federal inspection reports filed since 2013.
Ledesma said DWR will work with FERC and DSOD to develop a more comprehensive plan.
“Obviously [they] want us to improve that,” he said. But Ledesma could not provide an
explanation for why it’s taken the department so long to make those improvements. “I don't have
an answer for that,” he said. Colson believes a spot on the face of the dam where heavy
vegetation grows could be a sign the phreatic surface is already leaking internally through the
face of the dam. “That is terrifying, that wetness,” Colson said. “Designers never want water like
that rolling through their dam,” he added. In a recent report, DWR maintains the so-called “wet
spot” is not a safety concern. Ledesma says it’s not a leak. “It was there before there was water
behind the dam,” he said. Ledesma pointed to DWR reports from around time the Oroville Dam
was constructed nearly fifty years ago that note a green patch on the face of the dam.
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“The seepage on this earthen dam is one of the lowest in the world, and it has not changed since
the dam was built,” Ledesma added. “So we're pretty confident the dam is safe.” Over the course
of the six-month investigation, the NBC Bay Area Investigative Unit spoke with two retired DWR
insiders. The former employees, both engineers by trade, asked to be called by different names
because they’re worried they could lose their pensions after speaking out publicly about what
they say are serious problems at Oroville Dam. Both men recently retired from the department
and say they were already aware of the issues found repeatedly in the inspection reports.
One man asked to be called “Mark.” The other asked to be called “Tony.” “They're not addressing
issues that have been pointed out and documented in previous Division of Safety of Dams
inspection reports,” said Mark, who worked within DWR as a high-level administrator. Mark also
worked as a field engineer on the State Water Project, of which Oroville Dam is a key component.
“My driving force [for speaking out] is out of concern for the public,” he said.
The other retired DWR engineer, Tony, says DWR’s delayed response to these issues may be
due in large part to the agency’s culture. “They have a tendency to try to reduce their
maintenance costs by trying to do things themselves and not getting adequate technical help,” he
said. Tony says that approach could lead to another failure, like the spillway collapse in February,
but he worries this time it would be worse. “Here you'll have a catastrophic structural failure that's
not going to allow you to operate the facility the way it's supposed to,” he said. In response to all
of these concerns, DWR officials maintain the dam is safe. “There’s nothing that says it’s not
safe,” Ledesma said. Ledesma was at the Oroville Dam in February as its spillway collapsed,
helping to make decisions and call the shots. He admitted that things became very tense in the
room where decision-makers gathered, but he said decisions about how much water was
released and use of the dam’s water release system, including the emergency spillway, were all
appropriate and necessary. He said the right decisions were made in order to preserve what was
left of the damaged main spillway and the earthen dam structure itself.
“We lose that [the main spillway] completely and
it [the water release] is uncontrolled,” Ledesma
said. “We knew that that [loss of the entire
spillway system] was a problem not only for
public safety but the environment itself and the
dam structure.” Another major point of concern
that engineers point to as problematic is a
roughly 15-foot-long crack on the concrete at
gate eight of the spillway headworks. Inspectors
have been monitoring the crack with red spray
paint, and a report from February 2015 indicates
the crack appeared to have grown in length and
needed to be addressed immediately. Joel
Ledesma, Deputy Director of the State Water
Project, talks to Senior Investigative Reporter Stephen Stock about decision-making during the
spillway collapse in February. He also discusses safety concerns raised by former state
engineers, including the cracking trunnion rods that maneuver the radial gates and a crack on
gate eight of the flood ... control structure.
“Cracks like that could really weaken the structure to the point where you could lead to a failure,”
said “Tony,” the recently retired DWR engineer. Colson was more blunt about what that crack
might mean when the NBC Bay Area Investigative Unit showed him pictures found in several
inspection reports. “This really bothers me,” Colson said. “I think we could debate [its merits]. I
really believe that it's a function of the trunnion anchorages putting stress and causing tension.
The interior gates, they’re all balanced. But, that end one [gate eight], on both ends is asymmetry,
not balance. So there's a twist. When you get a crack like this that’s growing. You don't know
what it is.”
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But DWR’s Ledesma says his engineers do know what it is. When asked specifically about the
inspection report that noted growth in the crack, he said it was “probably a miscommunication.”
Ledesma says his own conversations with the agency’s dam engineers indicate the crack—what
he calls a “stress crack” that occurs when concrete is poured—has not grown. “It’s not changing
and it's not posing any risk to the structure,” he said. Independent engineers who spoke to NBC
Bay Area also point to another concern: cracks in the trunnion rods, or tendons that support the
flood control gates. Initial tests conducted back in 2000 and repeated several times since then
show 28 of the 384 trunnion rods used to operate the eight flood control gates, or 14 percent,
have cracks of 1/32 of an inch or bigger. Six of those cracks are larger than 1/16 of an inch.
Both DWR insiders and external experts say that more precise and comprehensive tests of these
cracks are necessary to better understand the issue. The problem is something the agency has
been monitoring for nearly two decades, says DWR insider “Tony.” “Back ten-fifteen years ago
when we were looking at it, these bolts were cracking and failing,” he said. “If this gate fails you're
not going to be able to control the releases out of Oroville.” Colson agrees. “We're lucky that it
hasn't manifested itself into a great problem and a crisis,” he said. DWR’s Ledesma says the rods
aren’t showing any signs of problems. “All the testing we've done shows that they can still safely
handle the load of the work, which means they still have life in them,” he said. “But we
acknowledge we need to look into the future and they will have to be replaced at some point.”
Even with his insistence that the dam itself is safe, Ledesma stressed that the spillway failure in
February was a wake-up call for his department and its approach to dam safety. “The thing that
this event keeps telling us is we need to keep changing. We need to keep understanding,” he
said. Ledesma says the agency has reached out to DSOD and FERC to take a comprehensive
look at the entire dam to assess overall safety and better prepare for future winter storms.
In the meantime, Ledesma says priority number one is finishing spillway construction before the
rainy season begins again. “It's not that that we're not taking on all these items,” he said. “It's that
we're prioritizing based on risk, and we're working our way through that list.”
(And they will come, regardless of climate change.)

Harvey - and storms to come - raise worries about dam safety
By Ryan Maye Handy, September 21, 2017, houstonchronicle.com

The state climatologist is warning that Texas
dams will become less able to withstand
extreme weather events like Hurricane Harvey,
which are expected to occur more frequently as
the earth's atmosphere and oceans warm in
coming years. Dams are designed with a wide
margin of safety and are meant to withstand
extreme, worst-case scenarios that are never
expected to happen. But what stunned state
climatologist John Nielsen-Gammon and other
weather experts was that Harvey exceeded or
matched the preposterous amounts of rainfall
that dams in Texas are built to hold back. "The probable maximum precipitation amount should
never be reached," said Tye Parzybok, the chief meteorologist at MetStat, a Colorado-based
company that helped Texas calculate the rainfall amounts. "It should never get close to it." After
Harvey, dam regulators will have to recalculate the maximum amount of water that dams should
be capable of holding back, said Nielsen-Gammon. Climate change means that powerful storms
are bringing vastly more rain than they did a century ago, he said. "I'm not saying they're unsafe,"
said Nielsen-Gammon of Texas' dams. "They will be less safe than they were designed to be."
While the relationship between climate change and hurricanes is uncertain, there is near
unanimous agreement among scientists that the increasing concentration of carbon dioxide in the
atmosphere - much of it from burning fossil fuels - is raising global temperatures and warming the
oceans, causing more water to evaporate. The buildup of moisture, in turn, is leading to more
extreme rains; the record-breaking rainfall brought by Harvey - 51 inches in Harris County - was
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likely up to 7 percent greater than it would have been a century ago because of climate change,
said Nielsen-Gammon.
Local and federal governments, regulators and private industry are now grappling with managing
the effects of climate change in designing and constructing buildings, highways, bridges, water
and sewer systems and other public works. There is no method, yet, for factoring climate change
into the rainfall amounts dams should be capable of withstanding - but that's something Nielsen
Gammon hopes to change. On Friday, he will give a presentation in San Marcos at a conference
of civil engineers making the case for incorporating climate change into rainfall measurements
that are used to design dams, nuclear power plants and other projects that are meant to never
fail. There are 4,008 state-regulated dams in Texas, more than 1,200 of which are considered
high risk, meaning their failure would kill people, according to the Association of State Dam
Safety Officials. Dams are designed to hold a hypothetical amount of rainfall over a given time
period and over a certain area, a calculation called a probable maximum precipitation amount.
City of Liberty claims new unofficial Harvey rainfall record: 55. The calculations are based on
historical rainfall data, which is part of a complex calculate that estimates a margin of safety. Last
year, after nearly 40 years since probable maximum precipitation amounts were first calculated
for building dams, the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality, which oversees dam safety,
updated the amounts the state's dams should be designed to hold. But Harvey already has
challenged those values, and that should warrant another update that factors in a storm that
holds the record for most rainfall in the continental United States, said Nielsen-Gammon. He
added that there is no reason to assume that record won't be matched, or exceeded, in the
future. "Climate scientists expect - based on observations and models - that the maximum is
increasing and will continue to increase," he said. "The frequency of extreme rainfall events is
increasing and it's expected to do that because of climate change."
(The pressure was too much, it’s time to do an about face.)

Duke Energy reverses, will disclose coal ash disaster maps
By EMERY P. DALESIO, AP Business Writeer, September 22, 2017, thenewstribune.com

RALEIGH, N.C. - The country's largest electric
company says it will publish federally mandated
maps that it previously refused to publish, showing
what could happen to neighboring properties if a
coal-ash pit burst. Duke Energy Corp. said Friday it
will now post online the maps and emergency
responder contact information. Two environmental
advocacy groups had said Wednesday they planned
a lawsuit to force disclosure of the information
withheld for more than a dozen Duke Energy sites in
Indiana, Kentucky and North Carolina. The groups
said Duke Energy was the country's only electric utility not providing the dam safety information.
The Charlotte-based company said it's changing course after reviewing how other utilities
complied with a two-year-old U.S. Environmental Protection Agency rule requiring the maps
showing what could be covered by coal-ash in a disaster. Coal ash is the byproduct of burning
coal to generate electricity. It can contain toxic heavy metals including lead, arsenic and mercury.
After the review of other utilities' responses, "we agree it is appropriate to post additional
information and make it available to the public," Duke Energy Senior Vice President George
Hamrick said in a statement. Duke Energy was required to make public its emergency action
plans for each of its coal ash storage sites with a significant risk of serious harm if retention walls
failed, the advocacy groups Southern Environmental Law Center and Earthjustice said. "It is a
shame that citizens have to threaten to sue Duke Energy to get it to obey the law. The public
should have had this emergency information for months," Southern Environmental Law Center
attorney Frank Holleman said in a statement.
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The 2015 EPA rules apply to new and existing coal-ash landfills or impoundments, and require
electric companies to maintain a public website with access to compliance information. The
EPA's coal-ash rules, including emergency planning requirements for retention pits, were
developed after a 2008 spill at the Tennessee Valley Authority power plant in Kingston,
Tennessee. A containment dike burst and the resulting flood coated more than 300 acres and
dumped waste into two nearby rivers. Since then, the EPA documented coal ash waste sites
tainting hundreds of waterways and underground aquifers in numerous states with heavy metals
and other toxic contaminants. Three years ago, a drainage pipe running below a waste dump
collapsed at a Duke Energy plant in Eden, North Carolina. The estimated 39,000 tons of coal ash
spewed into the Dan River and coated the waterway for more than 70 miles.
(Dam failure in Puerto Rico.)
Video here: http://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-41368478

Dam in Puerto Rico fails; towns evacuated
Sep 22 2017, fox5ny.com

SAN JUAN, Puerto Rico (AP) — A failing dam
prompted emergency evacuations of two towns in
northwest Puerto Rico on Friday as the U.S. territory
struggled with flooding, an island-wide power
blackout and other dangers in Hurricane Maria's
wake. The National Weather Service in San Juan
said Friday that the northwestern municipalities of
Isabela and Quebradillas, home to some 70,000
people, were being evacuated with buses because
the nearby Guajataca Dam was failing. Details
remained sketchy about the evacuation with communications hampered after the storm. The 345yard (316-meter) dam holds back a manmade lake covering about 2 square miles and was built
decades ago, U.S. government records show.
All across the battered island, residents feared power could be out for weeks — or even months
— and wondered how they would
cope. Some of the island's 3.4 million
residents planned to head to the U.S.
to temporarily escape the desolation.
At least in the short term, though, the
soggy misery will continue: additional
rain — up to 6 inches (15 centimeters)
— is expected through Saturday. In
San Juan, Neida Febus wandered
around her neighborhood with bowls
of cooked rice, ground meat and
avocado, offering food to anyone in
need. The damage was so extensive, the 64-year-old retiree said, that she didn't think the power
would be turned back on until Christmas. "This storm crushed us from one end of the island to the
other," she said. The death toll in Puerto Rico stood at six but was likely to rise. At least 27 lives
have been lost around the Caribbean, including at least 15 people killed on hard-hit Dominica.
Other islands reporting deaths were Haiti with three; Guadeloupe, two; and Dominican Republic,
one.
(Did it fail or not? Looks like a lot of water.)

'Imminent' Dam Failure Threatens
Thousands In Puerto Rico
September 23, 2017, by Chris Benderev, npr.org
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Officials continued to urge tens of thousands of people living downstream from a precarious,
slowly failing dam in northwestern Puerto Rico to evacuate Saturday. But the U.S. territory's
severely compromised communications infrastructure meant it was not immediately clear how
successful the warnings would be. The National Weather Service said in an alert Saturday that
"dam operators continued to report the threat of a failure of the Guajataca Dam, potentially
causing life-threatening flash flooding downstream." Aerial footage of the dam, inundated by days
of heavy rain from Hurricane Maria's passage over the island, revealed a torrential flow of water
to the river below. The National Weather Service on Friday called the dam's break "imminent,"
announced that buses were evacuating locals and implored anyone in the area to get out of the
"extremely dangerous situation." On Friday, officials estimated 70,000 people living near the
Guajataca Dam, including in the towns of Quebradillas and Isabela, had been ordered to leave
their homes, according to The Associated Press.
Anthony Reynes, a meteorologist with the National Weather Service in Miami, told NPR on
Saturday that the evacuation goals had been scaled back considerably. Authorities were now, he
said, focused just on reaching the 300 to 500 people along the banks of the river downstream.
Still, getting out the evacuation message was extremely difficult. That is because Hurricane Maria
has demolished the country's power system, which the governor warned could take months to
repair, and ruined telecommunications systems. On Thursday, the FCC estimated that more than
95 percent of Puerto Rico's cellular telephone sites were out of service. The commission added in
its report that "large percentages of consumers are without either cable services or wireline
services." Calls were reportedly more difficult outside the U.S. territory's capital, including
municipalities like those threatened by the collapsing dam. "Basically there's no cell
communication. There's no online communication," Reynes said, describing the region near the
Guajataca Dam.
As the AP reports, the 345-yard, roughly 90-year-old Guajataca Dam developed a crack during
the storm, which engineers believe could be an indicator of an eventual complete failure. Maria
made landfall on the eastern coast of Puerto Rico early Wednesday as a Category 4 hurricane —
the island's first since 1932 — with sustained winds of 155 mph. From there, it tore across the
U.S. territory, downing buildings and power lines and drenching much of the island with about 20
inches of rain. One area near San Juan received 37.9 inches, as NPR's Amity Kelly reported.
Michael Fernandez, the executive director of CARAS, a Puerto Rico-based nonprofit assisting in
the recovery, told NPR's Weekend Edition Saturday that the failing dam worried him and that he
has received no information from that region of the island. He also said that while he was
encouraged by the work of the National Guard and the Army, the recovery ahead seemed
daunting. "This is a completely new life we have to start living," he said.
(Maybe it didn’t fail.)

Puerto Rico dam holding; some local officials say threat overblown
By Oren Dorell, USA TODAY, Sept. 24, 2017, usatoday.com

A weakened dam that prompted a massive evacuation in
Puerto Rico after Hurricane Maria is holding and unlikely to
threaten the lives of all 70,000 people ordered to relocate,
local officials said. Juan Morales Vega, public security
director in the town of Isabela, on Saturday said the
Guajataca dam in Quebradillas continues to hold despite
reports of a fissure and partial breach, according to local
paper El Vocero de Puerto Rico. The National Weather
Service in San Juan on Friday issued a warning that "all
areas surrounding Guajataca River should evacuate NOW."
Morales Vega said the evacuation is precautionary and affects all the people who depend on the
water in the dam, not only those whose homes would be inundated. "People are in the shelters of
the Francisco Mendoza School, Gloria González and the Integral Youth Center," Morales Vega
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said. "There is no break in the dam. "It is not going to cover us completely as they are saying, but
since nothing is impossible, we are mobilizing," he added. Carlos Román, the special assistant to
the executive director of the Center for Emergency Management in Quebradillas, also told El
Vocero that alerts for the towns of Isabela and Quebradillas were overblown. Communities that
would be in danger in Quebradillas have already been evacuated, Román said. And there is a
risk that the bridge connecting the towns of Isabela and Quebradillas could be taken out in case
of a dam rupture, he said. The island's Secretary of Public Affairs Ramon Rosario said about 300
families were in harm’s way, the Associated Press reported.
Farther east, residents in Toa Baja clambered onto rooftops
Saturday as more than nine feet of water flowed through their
streets as official sought to relieve pressure on a different dam.
Some residents waved or let out small cheers when they saw a
convoy of Federal Emergency Management teams, including
Virginia and Florida task force teams, riding in high-water
vehicles operated by the Puerto Rican National Guard. FEMA
teams fanned out across flood-ravaged Toa Baja and other
Puerto Rican communities hard hit by Maria in inflatable boats
and high-water vehicles, searching for stranded residents.
According to the Puerto Rican Emergency Management Agency,
the coastal town 20 miles west of San Juan had 2,000 displaced
residents and at least eight drownings. As federal aid began to
pour into the island, desperation was taking hold in some
quarters, according to the AP. In the Puerto Rican capital of San
Juan, a group of anxious mayors presented a long list of items
Map shows the location of
they urgently need to Gov. Ricardo Rosselló. The north coastal
Guajataca Dam in Puerto Rico
town of Manati had run out of fuel and fresh water, Mayor Jose
(Photo: USA TODAY)
Sanchez Gonzalez said.
“Hysteria is starting to spread. The hospital is about to collapse.
It’s at capacity,” Sanchez Gonzalez said, crying. “We need someone to help us immediately.”
Contributing: Rick Jervis, USA TODAY
(Looks like maybe the spillway didn’t hold up. Dam looks OK.)

Failing Puerto Rico dam that endangers thousands not inspected since
2013
By Steven Mufson, September 26, washingtonpost.com

Puerto Rico’s faltering Guajataca Dam was
completed when Calvin Coolidge was
president. It is one of 38 dams in Puerto Rico,
and according to an Army Corps of Engineers
inventory, every single one of them has been
rated as having a “high hazard potential.” Yet
Guajataca hasn’t been inspected since 2013,
according to the National Inventory of Dams,
significantly longer than is ordinarily required of
dams with high hazard potential. Now the 120foot wall of the earthen Guajataca Dam —
An aerial view shows damage to the Guajataca Dam in
the aftermath of Hurricane Maria, in Quebradillas,
finished by the Puerto Rico Electric Power
Puerto Rico. (Alvin Baez/Reuters)
Authority (PREPA) in 1927 — has fissures that
triggered evacuation orders for thousands of
people who were scrambling to deal with the devastation of Hurricane Maria. Water has been
pouring out of one section of the large reservoir into small neighborhoods down in the valley.
‘Thousands of people could die’: Evacuations urged as Guajataca Dam is in ‘imminent’ danger]
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A high hazard rating reflects the damage that could happen from a dam’s failure, and it is not a
commentary on the condition of a dam. Nonetheless, one safety expert said he was surprised by
the long gap between inspections at the dam. “Since this is clearly a high hazard dam (one for
which loss of life is likely if the dam were to fail), it would be typical for an inspection of some type
to be done once every one or two years,” John W. France, vice president for the dams and
hydropower technical practice of the engineering firm AECOM, said in an email. Those
inspections are carried out by the Puerto Rican government; 80 percent of dams in the United
States are inspected by state governments.
Although France said he was not familiar with Guajataca, he said the four-year gap in inspections
violates common practice in most of the United States. He said that “most state dam safety
programs in the United States require a physical (visual) inspection of a high hazard dam on an
annual basis.” Yet five of PREPA’s 16 dams have not been inspected since 2013, and one has
not been inspected since 2012, according to the National Inventory of Dams. The Association of
State Dam Safety Officials said in a recent report that the percentage of state inspections
declined steadily from 1999 to 2015, when just 80 percent of the high hazard dams were
inspected. In 2015, two of Puerto Rico’s dams were rated “poor” and four “fair,” according to the
report. One was not rated at all and the rest were “satisfactory.”
The 90-year-old Guajataca Dam created a lake 2½ miles long and as much as a mile wide in the
scenic northwest part of Puerto Rico. It has long been considered a recreational attraction, where
people go camping, hiking and fishing alongside rain forests. Still owned by PREPA, the dam has
supplied hydroelectric power, irrigation and water needs. But little investment has gone into
infrastructure in Puerto Rico, which is in bankruptcy to restructure its more than $72 billion in
debt. The biggest single chunk of that debt belongs to PREPA, the bankrupt state-owned utility.
That could pose problems for the commonwealth’s dam infrastructure. Most of Puerto Rico’s
dams — 26 of the 38 — date to before 1960. Six were built a century ago.
“The infrastructure in Puerto Rico is decades old,” said Miguel Soto-Class, president of the
Center for a New Economy, a San Juan think tank. “That goes for water infrastructure, as well.”
Soto-Class said that some of the island’s reservoirs need dredging and therefore don’t have
enough water during droughts. That would also reduce the volume of water that could be held
back in a heavy rain. The long-deferred investments make it more difficult to revamp
infrastructure a bit at a time, Soto-Class said. When the water and sewer authority recently
updated pipes, older pipes blew up because they couldn’t handle the additional pressure.
Another major dam owner is the Puerto Rico Aqueduct and Sewer Authority. Its Carraizo, Carite
and Rio Blanco dams for hydroelectric power and water supply haven’t been inspected since
2013, according to the National Inventory of Dams. The Guajataca Dam is just one example of
the fragile infrastructure that has collapsed — along with Puerto Rico’s entire electrical
transmission grid — raising the question of whether the island can and should be rebuilt to a
higher standard than it has had. But that can’t be done by the dam owners. PREPA has about $9
billion in debt and the Puerto Rico Aqueduct and Sewer Authority has about $4.6 billion in debt,
far more than they can service without any major new project. “We’ve been cutting corners for a
long time in a lot of places,” Soto-Class said.
(What we have to do different. Is the PMF enough?)

Official: Dam, Other Designs Must Consider Climate Change
The state climatologist says the advent of climate change must bring about a fundamental
shift in the way dams and other fail-safe structures are designed so that they withstand
ferocious storms that are increasing in frequency.
By DAVID WARREN, Associated Press, Sept. 22, 2017, usnews.com

DALLAS, TX (AP) — Climate change means engineers must fundamentally change how they
design dams and other fail-safe structures to withstand ferocious storms that are increasing in
frequency, according to the Texas state climatologist. Past storms are no longer a reliable
measure by which future projects are designed to withstand, Climatologist John Nielsen-
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Gammon. He told a conference of civil engineers Friday in San Marcos that climate change
means that powerful storms are unleashing significantly more rain than they did decades ago.
An increase in sea surface temperatures of 1.5 degrees Celsius (34.7 Fahrenheit) can result in a
roughly 10 percent increase in the amount of rain a storm produces. That 10 percent increase
therefore needs to be considered when dams, nuclear facilities and other structures are
designed, he said. "Not thinking about climate change means you're already making an implicit
assumption about the future that's probably incorrect," Nielsen-Gammon later told The
Associated Press.
Texas has about 4,000 state-regulated dams, with more than 1,200 considered high risk because
their failure would result in the deaths of people nearby, the Houston Chronicle reported, citing
the Association of State Dam Safety Officials. Nielsen-Gammon said the size of a dam isn't so
much of a concern as the amount of water that's coming over the dam or surging around it,
potentially comprising its integrity. A primary concern as Harvey savaged Southeast Texas last
month, and dropped more than 50 inches of rain across the region, was two reservoirs in west
Houston that drew concern from public safety officials who moved to release water from them to
lessen pressure on their banks. The relationship between climate change and hurricanes remains
uncertain, as the Chronicle noted in its Friday report, but there's a consensus among scientists
that the increasing concentration of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere is raising global
temperatures and warming the oceans. This in turn brings about greater evaporation and
moisture that leads to more extreme rains. So how was Nielsen-Gammon's warning received by
a roomful of civil engineers being asked to rethink risk models and other assumptions? "I wasn't
thrown out of the room and there wasn't a standing ovation," he said. It's difficult to welcome a
message that asks for years of training and certitude to be fundamentally reconsidered, he said.
"I do not envy the challenges that engineers face in actually having to tackle that responsibility,"
Nielsen-Gammon said.
(Excerpts. Oroville fallout.)

State-mandated San Antonio, Nacimiento dam spillway repairs approved
By Jim Johnson, Monterey Herald, 09/26/17, montereyherald.com

Salinas, CA >> Months after the Oroville Dam spillways
failed spectacularly and forced a massive evacuation, the
fallout has reached Monterey County’s reservoirs. On
Tuesday, the Board of Supervisors of the Water
Resources Agency approved up to $500,000 for statemandated emergency repair work to the county-owned
Lake San Antonio and Lake Nacimiento dam spillways
dubbed “minimum requirements” to allow the dam
spillways to continue operating, with additional, classified
assessments still being finalized that could result in
further repairs.
The needed repairs, including filling joints and cracks, replacing damaged concrete, ensuring
spillway drains are functional and other work, emerged from a state Department of Dam Safetyordered assessment of all “high hazard” dams in the state including those at the San Antonio and
Nacimiento reservoirs, which have subsequently been classified “extremely high hazard” dams.
The repairs must be completed by Dec. 1, prompting the county water agency’s pursuit of an
emergency repair process that skips the typical bidding and review process.
Water agency deputy general manager Brent Buche told the supervisors Tuesday that the San
Antonio and Nacimiento dam spillways were constructed in a “very similar” manner as the
Oroville Dam spillways and present a similar risk to downstream people and property if a similar
amount of water — about 100,000 cubic feet per second — were released due to heavy
rainstorms. Buche said the spillways absorbed some damage from last winter’s storms. Buche
added that further required assessment of the county-owned dam spillways could result in even
more extensive review and repair work. A final spillway assessment will discuss potential
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vulnerabilities and how those could be exploited to cause damage. According to a staff report, the
assessment would be considered classified and confidential as “critical infrastructure” information
and would not be available to the public, although a separate PowerPoint presentation indicated
the report may not be publicly available.
The Oroville Dam’s main and emergency spillways failed during the winter storms in February
and forced the evacuation of 188,000 people living in the area. The state notified the county water
agency in May it would be required to complete a spillway assessment for San Antonio and
Nacimientio reservoirs, and spillway work plans were approved by the state in late July.
A final spillway assessment plan will be presented to the supervisors when it is finished “in a
format appropriate for the treatment of (critical infrastructure information), and in accordance with
open meeting law,” a staff report indicated. Supervisor Luis Alejo called for the dams and
spillways to undergo regular inspections, noting one of the contributing factors in the Oroville
Dam spillways failure was a lack of inspection, while Supervisor Jane Parker said the agency
should evaluate the dams and spillways to ensure they’re capable of withstanding a potential
future increase in storm intensity.----------.
(Historic dam failures. Some are well known, some are not.)

Some of America’s worst dam disasters
While dam breaks are rare, here are a few very real
ones
By Patrick May | February 13, 2017 at 10:45 am | ercurynews.com

With all eyes nervously fixed on Oroville, where
authorities issued an evacuation order for more than
180,000 people because they feared an emergency
spillway could fail, let’s start with some good news:
Dam failures are extremely rare.
Oroville Dam Auxiliary Spillway

Authorities say they’re confident the Oroville Dam itself was never
in danger of collapsing. But over the years, other U.S. dams have burst, with tragic
consequences:

Johnstown Flood (Pennsylvania), May 31, 1889
This dam failure was of such epic proportion that there’s now a national memorial at the site,
dedicated to “the sad story of the South Fork Dam.” Referred to by locals as the Great Flood of
1889, flood occurred when the dam burst after a spell of unusually heavy rainfall. An estimated 20
million tons of water from Lake Conemaugh came barreling through, killing 2,209 people in its
path. The nation and the world would soon come to know “the Johnstown sufferers,” and suffer
they did. Besides the heart-breaking human toll the flood inflicted on this bucolic port town on the
Pennsylvania Main Line Canal, the flooding and subsequent fires caused what in today’s dollars
would amount to nearly a half-billion in damage. President Franklin Delano Roosevelt pledged to
ensure the city never go through another flood, but one did occur in 1977, leading to a rapid drop
in the town’s population.
Teton Dam (Idaho), June 5, 1976
Wiping out the small Idaho towns of Teton, Newdale and Sugar City, a 15-foot wave also hit a
lumber yard in Rexburg, releasing a deadly tangle of logs. These, in turn, walloped huge gasoline
storage tanks, which exploded and turned the logs into a water-borne bonfire that left fiery
destruction in its wake. Hours later, the raging waters reached Idaho Falls, where residents
rushed to build a wall of sandbags around the town’s famous waterfalls. Enormous rainfall that
season, along with structural weaknesses in the 305-foot dam itself, combined in a deadly mix to
break open the dam up in a matter of minutes, swallowing up two pieces of earth-moving
equipment as the emergency construction workers trying to patch up a wet spot on the dam’s
face ran for their lives. The crest soon collapsed and in the resulting flood downstream, residents
of a dozen communities fled in terror. Eleven people died, along with 13,000 head of livestock.
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But the tragedy could have been much worse: more than 100,000 who had been in the flood’s
path were able to get to safety in time.
St. Francis Dam (California), March 12, 1928
As a key piece in the water-storage network for Los Angeles, this curved dam in the San
Francisquito Canyon about 40 miles northwest of downtown Los Angeles was completed in 1926
under the direction of the city’s top water official, William Mulholland. Three minutes before
midnight, the dam sustained a catastrophic breach and more than 400 lives were lost in the flood
that came next. That death toll is significant to this day: after the 1906 earthquake it’s the secondgreatest loss of life in a single event in California’s history. What happened? After more than a
dozen separate investigations were launched in the immediate aftermath of the disaster, a
consensus soon emerged as to the cause: since “the foundation under the entire dam left very
much to be desired,” as one investigator wrote, water had found its way down into the dam’s
foundation, eventually leading to a more dramatic compromise of the entire structure. “The west
end,” said one report, “was founded upon a reddish conglomerate which, even when dry, was of
decidedly inferior strength and which, when wet, became so soft that most of it lost almost all rock
characteristics.” The softening of the “reddish conglomerate” undermined the west side. “The rush
of water released by failure of the west end caused a heavy scour against the easterly canyon
wall … and caused the failure of that part of the structure.” There then “quickly followed … the
collapse of large sections of the dam.”
Swift Dam (Montana), June 7-8, 1964
For Montana, the failure of the Swift and two lower dams was a heart-wrenching story, as 31
people, many of them children and all but one residents of the Blackfeet Reservation, perished.
Witnesses saw several people trapped in a flatbed truck that was sucked into the rising Two
Medicine River on the eastern flank of the Flathead National Forest. According to a report by the
U.S. Geological Service, the break came after torrential rains and a record snow pack combined
to flood a nearby creek and, in turn, overwhelm the original 157-foot dam. As the structure caved
in on itself, a 30-foot wall of water rushed downstream. The local cemetery today is haunted by
memories of the flood’s victims, their grave markers distinguished by the “1964” etched into the
stone.
Spaulding Pond Dam (Connecticut), March 6, 1963
This dam failure claimed the lives of six people and left more than $6 million in property damage
in and around Norwich, Connecticut. Residents of the town’s Little Italy neighborhood recall being
surprised when the floodwaters suddenly began to fill the streets around 9:30 p.m. One survivor
in the town known as “The Rose of New England,” recalled fleeing the neighborhood and turning
a corner “when the wall of water hit us from the playground and floated us along and eventually
flipped the car over.” Another survivor of the so-called “Great Flood of Norwich” got her kids to
high ground just as the waters overwhelmed her. And as her husband turned to grab his wife’s
hand, he watch her get swallowed up the torrent. Investigators later determined that the failure of
the then-100-year-old earthen dam was caused by a lack of proper hydrologic design and poor
maintenance.
(The dam some people don’t want. Grizzly sort.)

Losing our control of water costs
By: H. Gordon Ainsleigh. auburnjournal.com, Sept. 21, 2017

I’m on a well, so Nevada Irrigation District (NID) decisions don’t
affect me. But I care about good government (and bad), and I
care about the suffering I see coming down the tracks for many
of the people with whom I share this local world of ours. NID is
being governed by an ambitious general manager, Rem
Scherzinger, who came from another area of California. The
obvious next level for him would be Westlands Water District out
of Fresno, the largest purveyor of irrigation water in North
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America, supplying the lifeblood of San Joaquin agribusiness, where his total compensation
would about double. What better résumé trophy than building a dam in an age when dams are
being torn down? Especially if perennially-thirsty Westlands gets some of the water. Scherzinger
is typical of a class of local-government GMs who are masters at getting members of their boards
of directors eating out of the GM’s hand and trustingly going along with plans that enable the
GM’s career goals while damaging their districts. Look at the fictions we are being fed: —
Scherzinger and his Board tell us that Centennial Dam will turn a profit because it gets to fill
before downstream Camp Far West Reservoir. Yet the State Water Board has ruled twice, once
in the 1950s and again in the 1980s, that Centennial can only fill after Camp Far West has all the
water it needs. — Sherzinger and his Board frequently tell us that it’s NID policy to never send
NID water outside the district, yet their application for State Water Bond money commits NID to
releasing Centennial Dam water to benefit delta ecology.
Centennial Dam is already costing so much that NID has had to borrow $10 million for repairs to
its water delivery system ... plus $20 million to buy up property and fund dam planning before
they even get the water rights issue settled. (NID petitioned, and was granted, a delay on the
water rights decision, a sure sign that they expect to lose, and want to continue peddling the
fiction that Centennial will be allowed to fill while Camp Far West and the Sutter County farmers
have an empty lake. — Scherzinger says that “secret investors” will fund building Centennial
Dam, and that hydroelectric power sales will pay off the investors. But there’s no hydroelectric
generation in the Centennial project, there’s no funding plan to put hydro into NID’s other dams,
and those high-country dams didn’t get hydroelectric installed when they were built because the
cost of transmission lines was too high. If NID customers don’t jump in and take control of their
water district, the future costs will be enormous for everyone, except Rem Scherzinger.
(The official list of dams.)

National Inventory of Dams
As of August 2, 2016,

https://catalog.data.gov/dataset/national-inventory-of-dams

The National Inventory of Dams (NID) is a congressionally authorized database documenting
dams in the United States and its territories. It is maintained and published by the US Army Corps
of Engineers. It contains information about a dam's location, size, purpose, type, last inspection
and regulatory facts. More information can be found at http://nid.usace.army.mil/.

Hydro:
(Excerpts. Trying to find something new. Good luck.)

U.S. Department of Energy Partners with Eaton to Advance Hydropower
Generation
•
Second stage of research advances cost-effectiveness of new hydropower
generation
•
Eaton to manufacture and test new, integrated turbine-generator sets
•
Creates potential to tap into more than 50 gigawatts of capacity at existing
sites
September 21, 2017, businesswire.com

PITTSBURGH, PA--(BUSINESS WIRE)--Power management company Eaton announced it is
helping advance energy resiliency for the national power grid through a U.S. Department of
Energy funded initiative to deploy new hydropower generation at existing non-powered dams and
waterways. Under the second stage of the contract awarded in 2017, Eaton will manufacture and
test new, low-cost integrated hydropower turbine and generator sets to help enhance the costeffectiveness of new hydropower generation facilities. The Department of Energy project
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leverages Eaton’s Additive Manufacturing Center of Excellence, automotive supercharger
innovation and expansive electrical engineering services experience in small-scale hydropower
projects.
“According to Energy Department assessments, more than 50 gigawatts of potential capacity
remains untapped at existing small-scale hydropower sites, which is a huge potential resource for
renewable energy,” said David Yee, principal engineer, Eaton research and technology. “Eaton is
leveraging decades of manufacturing and engineering expertise to help innovate hydro turbine
technology to improve economics in small-scale hydropower applications and make renewable
power more accessible to developers.” The initial phase of this project was awarded in 2014 and
focused on turbine design, analysis and optimization. As part of that phase, Eaton performed a
system architecture and trade study to establish component sizing to help optimize system cost,
performance and versatility for non-powered dam sites in the U.S. During the second phase of
the project, awarded in 2017, Eaton is building and testing a scaled-down prototype of the turbine
and generator. This phase is expected to be complete in 2018. The project will help the U.S.
Department of Energy’s Water Power Technologies Office (WPTO) advance technology to grow
and modernize the U.S. hydropower fleet and promote U.S. leadership in hydropower. Eaton will
employ additive manufacturing processes and innovate new products to help lower engineering
costs and the overall cost of energy for hydropower facilities. Project findings will benefit
numerous groups, including power producing asset owners and managers by contributing to
more efficient and diverse technologies; electrical power consumers, who will have access to
more reliable power sources; and companies involved in new power projects, who can grow their
businesses by adding generation capacity to non-powered dams. ------------.
(Another gadget trying to harness the flow of water. Too little hydraulic head.)

Michigan's VIVACE goes with the flow, quite literally: BTN LiveBIG
By John Tolley, 9/23/17, btn.com

Heracles famously said you can never step in the
same river twice; Blaise Pascal said that “rivers are
roads which move and carry us wherever we desire to
go.” Empires have been founded around rivers,
countless wealth has been shipped up and down them
and we have harnessed their power to fuel our growth
and technology. But all of that comes at a price. Rivers
are a living ecosystem; a part of our shared biome
from which we are inextricably linked. When we pollute a river, the effects ripple out; when we
redirect a river, the effect ripple out. And, when we dam a river, for flood control and hydroelectric
energy, those effects too, ripple out. But what if we could derive much-needed clean energy from
rivers – and other currents of water – without disturbing their natural flow or ecosystem? A team
of researchers from the University of Michigan are marshaling the innate properties of flowing
water to generate energy using an innovative device they’ve dubbed VIVACE.
“VIVACE stands for Vortex-Induced Vibrations for Aquatic Clean Energy,” says Dr. Michael
Bernitsas, Professor of Naval Architecture and Marine Engineering at Michigan, who notes that
the name as well is a nod to his love for classical music. “It’s also an Italian word, used in music,
meaning the lively part of the music.” In its current form, the VIVACE system consists of a metal
cube framework containing a series of cylinders running from top to bottom. When this device is
placed into flowing water with the cylinders perpendicular to the current, hydrokinetic forces –
vortex-induced vibrations and galloping – move the cylinders up and down. That mechanical
energy is translated into electrical energy via a connected generator. As Bernitsas, the project
lead, explains, this technology is akin to the way fish swim in schools. “It would curve its body [to]
capture a vortex then straighten its body, take the vortex away, collect one on the other side.
Every time you set a vortex, you get a push. So as the vortex alternates, the lift that the fish gets
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from that motion is alternating. They move with alternating lift and that’s exactly what VIVACE is
doing.”
One of the key differentiators
between VIVACE and current
hydroelectric power systems is
the subtraction of a turbine
which requires a relatively highspeed current of over 4 knots to
turn. In the US, there are only seven sites where currents naturally reach this optimal speed.
Impounding a river with a dam increases its velocity, but can come at the cost of disrupting the
natural environment of the river and its surroundings. VIVACE, conversely, works efficiently in the
low-speed currents incumbent to rivers and tides. With most large population centers close to
rivers and shorelines, that makes the accessibility and distribution of the energy VIVACE can
potentially generate markedly cheaper than hydroelectric dams which are often sited in remote
areas. The system also operates fully submerged, meaning little to no interruption to commerce
and recreation on rivers or coastal waterways. While VIVACE is still in development, testing is
already underway in the St. Clair River in Port Huron, Michigan. The goal as set forth by the US
Department of Energy, says Bernitsas, is to get the technology to a cost-to-energy ratio of 15
cents per kilowatt hour. While they’re not there quite yet, he says they are ahead of schedule.
For Michigan grad student Ryan Oudekirk, an assistant researcher on the VIVACE project, the
work is indicative of the innovative and in-the-trenches spirit that pervades the groundbreaking
scientific endeavors of the University of Michigan. “It’s the Michigan difference,” remarks
Oudekirk. “I’m getting hands-on experience in something that I find to be worthwhile, exciting
research that can impact the entire globe.”
(New hydro in a shed. 180 kW)

Hydroelectric project…
September 25, 2017 Special to the Herald Times Meeker, .theheraldtimes.com

White River Electric’s Miller Creek Ditch Hydro Project, located
on Flag Creek/CR 13, CO began generating electricity on
Sept. 14. This project utilizes the Miller Creek Ditch to
generate electricity during the historical irrigation season.
“White River Electric wants to thank the Miller Creek Ditch
Company and all of the people who helped make this project a
success,” said WREA’s Alan Michalewicz. “WREA is proud to
be a part of a local renewable energy project that benefits
WREA and our membership,” added Michalewicz. WREA will host an on-site open house to
share more information on the Miller Creek Ditch Hydro Project on Thursday, Oct. 5. courtesy
photo
(Lots of articles on this pumped storage. 2

nd

article in the Newsletter on this one.)

Dominion to float hydro power proposals
By STEPHEN IGO • 9/26/17, timesnews.net

BIG STONE GAP, VA — Dominion Energy Virginia on Monday announced a pair of informational
events to inform Southwest Virginia residents interested in learning about a potential hydroelectric
storage project currently under assessment for Virginia's coalfield region. Dominion Energy
representatives will host one informational session from 7-9 p.m. Tuesday, Oct 3 at Mountain
Empire Community College's Goodloe Center and the other from 7-9 p.m. Thursday, Oct. 5 at
Tazewell High School. Last month Dominion Energy identified two potential sites to construct a
hydroelectric facility, one in Tazewell County and the other in Wise County. Also referred to as
pumped storage hydro power facilities, the system consists of two reservoirs at different
elevations. During times of peak electricity demand, water in the upper reservoir is released
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through pipes to the lower reservoir to power turbines. During low demand times, the water is
pumped back up to the upper reservoir to repeat the process when needed.

Dominion Energy has filed a preliminary permit with the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
(FERC) for the Tazewell site and contracted with Virginia Tech to conduct studies of the old Bullitt
coal mine in Appalachia. Dominion owns about 2,600 acres of the Tazewell site near East River
Mountain, purchased in 2009 when the utility was pursuing another generation project. The FERC
application allows the company to perform detailed studies of the property and additional parcels
with landowner permission. Dominion has said the Tazewell site could support multiple
configurations including different sized facilities and flexibility that will enable the company to
determine the best environmental, technical and economic solutions applicable to that site.
Last month, Mark D. Mitchell, Dominion's vice president/generation construction, said the utility is
"on parallel paths with performing studies on these two sites." He said the FERC application "will
allow us to proceed with the rigorous environmental, geological, archaeological and technical
studies, while further assessing the economics of the project."
The preliminary estimate for a single facility would be in the range of $2 billion and provide
millions of tax dollars. Such a project would provide hundreds of jobs during construction and up
to 50 permanent jobs when complete. The Bullitt mine, once a major employer in Wise County,
closed in 1997. The mine's voids, long flooded, essentially provides potential as an existing lower
reservoir. Dominion has said Michael Karmis, an internationally recognized expert on coal and
energy research, will lead the Virginia Tech study of the Bullitt option. Dominion said it chose to
delay filing a preliminary FERC application for Bullitt pending the results of the Virginia Tech
study. Mitchell said Dominion expects to make a decision on which site to advance by next
summer. The utility has experience in hydro generation facilities. Dominion and a partner, First
Energy Corp., operate the Bath County Pumped Storage Station, the largest facility of its kind in
the U.S. capable of generating more than 3,000 megawatts. Dominion owns and operates the
Virginia City Hybrid Energy Center in Wise County, a 610-MW generating station that uses a
combination of coal, waste coal and biomass in its fuel stream. The facility became operational in
2012.

Water:
(Harvey: A lesson learned or not.)
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Harvey Is Scaring Houston Straight on Flood Safety, but Dallas May Take
Longer
By Jim Schutze, September 25, 2017, dallasobserver.com

Post-Harvey, Houston already wants to carry out a truth
and reconciliation process about flood safety. The
lesson from Harvey was clear: No matter what the
official public line may have been on flood safety before
Harvey, Houston was not safe.
Dallas is in the same boat, but our boat may be leakier.
Dallas hasn’t been merely passive about flood safety.
Our city leaders for the last two decades have worked
actively, aggressively and successfully to severely undercut and reduce flood safety measures.
The old elite’s doomed and dangerous Trinity toll road project, now dead (thank goodness), was
only the poster child for a culture of anti-preparedness. Dallas used its congressional delegation
to jawbone federal officials into reducing protections because the people pulling the puppetstrings here saw preparedness as a bar to quick, no-holds-barred real estate development.
Don’t think for a minute Houston is less safe than we are because it’s near the ocean. Dallas is
unsafe because it’s near idiots. While Houston cranks up a serious analysis of its preparedness in
the age of the new mega-disasters, we need to find out how much harm has been done to us by
mega-morons.
Harris County, where Houston is, has asked the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers to re-examine the
basic underlying premise of preparedness there. Flood safety in Houston is based on the same
premise that underlies our system, called “detention.” The idea was simple. Federal agencies
would come in with a lot of federal money and build big reservoirs to hold rainwater runoff. The
reservoirs would hold the runoff during a big storm. After the storm, the excess water would be
drained off in a safe release. Meanwhile, people could go wakeboarding. The key phrase there is
“safe release.” As we saw in Houston during Harvey, there was no such thing as a safe release.
Two big reservoirs built decades ago, now crowded on all sides and cheek-by-jowl with
residential development, began to overflow.
At that point, water had to be released, or the overflow pressure could have torn out the earthen
dams, wreaking sudden, catastrophic havoc. But the only available drainage channel was Buffalo
Bayou, already flooded and jammed on both sides, threading its way through dense urban
development. So the releases from the reservoirs made things worse. We have the same system,
only more dangerous. If only one of our immense regional reservoirs fails, the toll in human lives
would be staggering. As a special project in The Dallas Morning News by George Getschow
revealed two years ago, a failure of the aged and decaying Lake Lewisville Dam would put
431,000 lives in immediate jeopardy. An upstream dam failure at any of the three major reservoirs
that flow directly into downtown Dallas must be stacked against the old and rickety system of
flood safety levees along the Trinity River through downtown. In 2009, the Corps of Engineers
rated that entire levee system as “unacceptable,” the most stupidly abused term in contemporary
public double-speak. What they really meant was, “no good,” “unsafe,” “won’t do the job,” “grab
your water-wings and paddle as fast as you can.”
The system was deemed safe in the 1950s when it was built. It was found unsafe in 2009
because it was old and decayed and had way more people and buildings in its way if it ever gave
way. The cost of making the Dallas levee system safe again was estimated in the $150 million to
$200 million range in 2009. That was a totally untested number that many serious observers at
the time took to be a politically inspired lowball. But even that much money was considered way
too much by the people running City Hall at the time. They wanted to put a new expressway right
down the gullet of the levee system, to be built out between the levees where all that new
concrete would put even greater hydraulic stress and strain on the levees during a flood. Two
years later, then City Manager Mary Suhm announced that the levee problem had been solved.
The repairs would cost only $20 million to $30 million. Those nervous Nellies in Washington had
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overestimated the problem in the first place, and tough old Dallas had jawboned them back into
reality.
The Trinity toll road project may be dead, at last, but it leaves behind a legacy of public
dishonesty about flood control that still has the power to do us harm. But that was not at all what
happened. In fact, Dallas forced the feds to release it from even the inadequate previous federal
flood safety requirements. After 2009, The Corps of Engineers faced a national revolt of cities
whose levees it had found to be “unacceptable.” Dallas joined several of those cities in a national
lobbying campaign to force the Corps to back off its findings. Threatened with decimation of its
budget by Congress, the Corps did back off, but it did so semi-honorably. The Corps never said
the levee systems it had already pronounced unacceptable were suddenly acceptable again.
Instead, the Corps did two things. First, it changed its rating system so that instead of being
based on a worst case scenario, the new ratings were based on a likely case scenario. Instead of
telling communities, “Here’s what happens if you get unusually slammed,” it started saying, “Here
is what will happen if you just get normally slammed.” Much less well reported was the second
amendment to previous Corps policy. Since cities and Congress were threatening the Corps’
existence over its flood safety warnings, the Corps decided to back out partway from the
warnings business. The new posture could be summed up as “OK, warn yourselves, morons.”
Well, it was more subtle than that. The Corps notified cities that it could no longer protect them all
by itself and that therefore it was no longer going to accept responsibility for the political decisions
cities made for themselves about flood safety. "Are you getting ready to tell people that you
cannot protect them absolutely and forever and that they must share significantly in the
responsibility for their own safety?"
I sort of couldn’t believe it when I first read the new policy. Just to make sure I got it, I wrote to
Eric Halpin, who was the Corps of Engineers official in the Pentagon in charge of dam and levee
safety. I sent him an email in which I asked, "Are you getting ready to tell people that you cannot
protect them absolutely and forever and that they must share significantly in the responsibility for
their own safety?" Halpin wrote back right away: “Statement is very close to our position in the
Corps regarding flood risk.” In 2011, when Suhm told the city that everything was fixed and the
needed repairs were down to a 10th of the cost or less, she did not tell the city the following two
things. First, Dallas City Hall had just taken part in a successful national lobbying effort to force
the Corps to significantly soften its rating system for flood control levees and dams. Nor did Suhm
tell the city that the lobbying effort also had forced the Corps to back out of its responsibility for
flood safety and that now a more ultimate responsibility rested on the shoulders of the city itself.
Suhm just said it was all fixed; the feds were gone with their tails between their legs; now we
could build our toll road.
And by the way, this scenario with the Corps and the levees was only one of several significant
instances in which Dallas City Hall successfully maneuvered to reduce the level of regulation on
the Trinity in order to get the toll road built. In 2010, then U.S. Sen. Kay Bailey Hutchison stuck a
little-noticed “rider” on a Senate defense appropriation bill that exempted the Trinity River from a
broad swath of federal environmental protection law. Just as with the later lobbying effort to knock
down the federal flood safety standards, the sales pitch for Hutchison’s legislative sleight of hand
was that those nosy feds had been getting in the way of our road, so we lassoed 'em right where
the sun don’t shine. In reading about Harris County’s request to the Corps for a revisiting of the
Houston flood safety system, I noticed a small irony. For its story, the Houston Chronicle
interviewed Jim Blackburn, a lawyer in Houston who has an international reputation on
environmental issues. Rather than expressing enthusiasm for the idea, Blackburn was decidedly
skeptical. When I read it, I kind of smiled to myself and thought, “Yeah, and I know why.”
The Chronicle reported that Blackburn thought “a Corps review would not be objective, given the
ties between the agencies,” referring, I assume, to ties between the Corps and local officials in
Houston. I’m sure his experience in these matters is deep and broad across the nation, but I
know that one of the places where he learned his lesson was Dallas. Blackburn was hired early
on in the fight against the Trinity toll road and did brilliant work, even hiring his own hydraulic
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engineer to tease apart a phony algorithm the Corps and City Hall were using to make the toll
road look safe when it wasn’t. But then he and the rest of us watched while mayors, city councils,
city managers, state legislators, an entire congressional delegation and a passel of political
judges conspired to defeat the truth, betray public safety and get that road built no matter what.
The old elite in Dallas worked long and hard and spent untold sums digging us into a deep and
dangerous hole on flood safety. It’s going to take new leadership and a whole new day at City
Hall to get us out of it.

Othe9
Stuff:

Other Stuff:
(Bad grade.)

Texas Releases State Report Card
2017 Report Card GPA: Cinfrastructurereportcard.org, 9/22/17

Texas’ infrastructure has received a lot of attention in the past few weeks following Hurricane
Harvey. On Wednesday, weeks after the cities of Port Aransas and Rockport were destroyed and
Houston and South Texas flooded, the Texas section of the ASCE released the Report Card for
Texas’ Infrastructure: https://www.infrastructurereportcard.org/stateitem/texas/?utm_campaign=GR-2017-09-22
TWiW%20Email&utm_medium=email&utm_source=Eloqua, and the report finds there is work to
be done and an opportunity to modernize the state’s infrastructure. The Report was released
during the Section’s annual civil engineering conference, CECON. Craig Thompson, P.E., Texas
Section President, Kristina Swallow, P.E. ASCE President-Elect, and Travis Attanasio, P.E.,
Texas Section Vice President for Professional Affairs, revealed the grades. In the seven
categories of infrastructure that were evaluated (including aviation, bridges, dams, highways and
roads, flood control, drinking water, and waste water) the highest mark received was a “B” for
bridges, followed by aviation with a “B-.” The five remaining categories all received grades in the
“D” range including Dams, Drinking Water, Flood Control, Highways and Roads, and Wastewater.
To learn more about the grades read the full Report Card:
https://www.infrastructurereportcard.org/state-item/texas/?utm_campaign=GR-2017-09-22TWiW%20Email&utm_medium=email&utm_source=Eloqua
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This compilation of articles and other information is provided at no cost for those interested in hydropower, dams, and
water resources issues and development, and should not be used for any commercial or other purpose. Any copyrighted
material herein is distributed without profit or payment from those who have an interest in receiving this information for
non-profit and educational purposes only.
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